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We aim for the perfect balance 
between the type of wood, the 
grading, the colour, structure, 
finishing and plank size.

design

All our floors are PEFC 
certified, this indicates 
that the wood comes 
from sustainably 
managed forests.

nature

Some of our floors have knots that 
are only partially filled, others have 
knots that are sanded by hand. 
All this is done to emphasize the 
liveliness of the wood.

natural  
knots

Discover our  
passion for...

By using different treatment techniques such as fuming 
and special staining, each plank has a unique colour. 
Because of this, we create a lively colour variation 
between the planks. These effects bring the authentic 
character of nature into your home. 

authenticity

Saw cuts are tangible evidence of pure 
artisanal craftsmanship. The manually 
applied saw cuts vary both in depth, 
width and interspace. Not a single plank 
is identical!

artisan 
characteristics

craftsmanship
Our reclaimed look shows 
sawcuts, height differences and 
gaps.

details

wooden structures
We brush some of our floors to accentuate the natural grain of the 
wood and create an extra authentic feel.

perfect   
 finishing

PEFC/07-32-37 Some of our planks consists of multiple small 
boards and is composed by hand, with eye 
for details. 

Some of our floors look as matt as 
untreated wood. Nevertheless,  
they are easy to maintain.
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100% 
WOOD

PROTECT+

Quick-Step Parquet,  
the beauty of nature

Welcome the beauty of nature into your home by 
choosing a 100% real wood parquet floor from 
Quick-Step. The different dimensions of the planks 

and their wide variety of natural colours and finishes blend 
perfectly with every style and interior. We pay extra attention to 
the knots, the grain and colour of the planks so you get to enjoy 
the warmth of a handcrafted wooden floor.

How to install your parquet floor

Installing a Quick-Step Parquet floor is very easy. 
Don’t believe it? Let us help you out with our installation 
videos at bit.ly/ytquickstep

Maximum pleasure, easy maintenance

The highly advanced finishes in lacquer or oil make your floor 
highly wear, stain and scratch resistant. This Protect+ feature 
guarantees a long-lasting beauty and quality you can enjoy for 
many years to come.

A perfectly installed floor  
is just a few clicks away

A parquet floor that’s easy to install? Quick-Step makes it 
possible. Whether you decide to do it yourself or have it done by 
a professional, your new floor can be installed in no time, thanks 
to the Uniclic® system. The system enables you to click the planks 
together, using two different methods. Take a look at page 25 
and learn more about this revolutionary installation system.

Another great advantage: there’s no need for post-installation 
work. No sanding, no dust, no varnishing, oiling or painting. As 
soon as your Quick-Step Parquet floor is installed, it’s yours to 
enjoy for years to come.

Authentic beauty 
meets easy living

Beauty that never fades

You can rely completely on 
our maintenance products to 
preserve your floor’s beauty. 
Discover them on page 
30 - 31.
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PROTECT+
What’s more, a Quick-Step 
Parquet floor is very easy to 
keep looking just like new. 
With the right products, it will 
stay beautiful and last even 
longer. Discover our entire 
range on page 14 - 15.

Sliding chairs, high heels, dirty shoes,… your floor gets put to the test on a daily 
basis. That’s why Quick-Step’s Parquet floors are coated with high-quality finishes 
in lacquer or oil. They can be slightly glossy or retain the typical matt look of 

untreated wood, but with significantly higher wear, stain and scratch resistance in either case.

Moreover thanks to the Uniclic® clicksystem with pretension, liquids will not penetrate
your floor. Have you spilled something? Just wipe it up with a moist cloth.

As diverse as Quick-Step Parquet floors may be, they all have one thing in common. They withstand
time and only grow in natural beauty thanks to the Protect+ feature. On top of that, they are very
easy to maintain.

Authentic beauty  
that lasts a lifetime
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IMP 1624SU

PAL 3884SU

CAS 1356SU

CAS 1341SU

PAL 3795SU

Create your  
own living space

Our extra matt lacquer finish combines the look 
of an untreated floor with the advantages of 
a lacquered floor.  It is easy to clean and its 
maximum protection against scratches and stains 
keeps your floor in shape!

More inspiration on 
www.quick-step.com

A beautiful interior starts with a good foundation. The floor could be considered as the fifth wall and therefore it should not be overlooked.
Whatever your style, whatever your room, Quick-Step has the right floor: from light, clean floors to warm brown classics and even reclaimed
floors with knots and cracks. We will help you to find your perfect floor!
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IMP 1623SU

IMP 
220 x 22 cm   14 mm Long and wide oak planks

Please note: The illustrated patterns and colours are only an image and not a full overview of all the different nuances of a wood floor.  
For a representative view of the surface structure and variation of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

 4
 

PURE OAK MATT 
IMP1623SU 
MARQUANT

 4
 

NATURAL HERITAGE OAK OILED 
IMP1624SU 
MARQUANT

2
 

DUNE WHITE OAK OILED 
PAL1473SU 
NATURE

2
 

HONEY OAK OILED 
PAL1472SU 
NATURE

2
 

NATURAL MYSTIC OAK MATT 
PAL1336SU 
NATURE

   4
 

CONCRETE OAK OILED 
PAL3795SU 
VIBRANT

N
EW

2

SNOW WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT 
PAL3884SU 
NATURE

N
EW

PAL 
182  x 19 cm   14 mm Elegant oak planks

Treatment:  Brushed Deep brushed  Natural knots  Design colours | Finishing:   Oiled  Extra matt  Matt  Satin 
+

 Bright | Bevels:  0
 

2
 

4   

“Project sales (orders > 250m²) are not possible on “Nature” SKU’s and Merbau 3-Strip.”

Bring authenticity  
to your home
Discover our range of 100% real wood parquet floors
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CAS 
182 x 14,5 cm   14 mm

 2
 

PURE OAK MATT 
CAS1341SU 
NATURE

  2
 

LUSTER OAK EXTRA MATT 
CAS4011SU 
MARQUANT

+ 0
 

MERBAU BRIGHT 
CAS3488SU 
NATURE

2
 

POLAR OAK MATT 
CAS1340SU 
NATURE

  2
 

CAPPUCCINO OAK OILED 
CAS1478SU 
MARQUANT

+ 0

IROKO BRIGHT 
CAS3487SU 
NATURE

Please note: The illustrated patterns and colours are only an image and not a full overview of all the different nuances of a wood floor.  
For a representative view of the surface structure and variation of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

N
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N
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N
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2
 

NOBLE WALNUT SATIN 
CAS1356 
NATURE

2
 

SWEET WALNUT SATIN 
CAS3444SU 
MARQUANT

VIL 
220 x 19 cm 0    14 mm

0
 

SUGAR OAK MATT 
VIL1749SU 
NATURE

+ 0
 

MERBAU BRIGHT 
VIL3488SU* 
NATURE

+ 0
 

IROKO BRIGHT 
VIL3487SU 
NATURE

+ 0
 

GINGER BROWN WALNUT BRIGHT 
VIL4010SU 
MARQUANT

Long planks with a 3-strip design

“Project sales (orders > 250m²) are not possible on “Nature” SKU’s and Merbau 3-Strip.”

Treatment:  Brushed Deep brushed  Natural knots  Design colours | Finishing:   Oiled  Extra matt  Matt  Satin 
+

 Bright | Bevels:  0
 

2
 

4   

Smaller planks in different finishes

Too many options to choose from?
Not sure which floor is your absolute favourite? The RoomViewer helps you make your choice. Try out your 
options on www.quick-step.com. 

* All countries are MTO
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